ABOUT US
Secured Smart Systems (3S) Software is a leading systems integrator and software solutions provider
that has been furnishing clients with cutting-edge technology services since 2006. With more than
two decades of extensive corporate experience, 3S Software has merited itself with a unique market
position in Egypt that has extended to include technology markets in the Middle East and Africa.

Through an unrelenting focus on client satisfaction and with the concept of “the client
comes first” at the heart of everything we do, 3S Software has been keen to establish
a solid well-earned market reputation as an unmatched software house, providing
unique information technology products and solutions that address the clients’ business
challenges and answer to their technology needs. Backed up by our strategic partnerships
with market leaders such as Microsoft, 3S Software has been able to stand out as a
world-class provider of diverse technology services, including software development,
applications integration, data management and analytics.
Over the course of our operation, 3S Software has been privileged with an unprecedented
market presence in the government and sports arenas, serving some of the biggest
entities in both sectors. We have also been adding value and sharing our passion for
real results with an elite portfolio of clients across other industry sectors including
telecommunications, oil and gas, general business, finance and public sectors.
3S Software is a proud subsidiary of 3S Egypt Group, along with its sister company 3S
Security; a market trendsetter in the physical security field that offers unmatched services
including surveillance, access control, secured printing and more.

CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY

MISSION

VISION

To provide unparalleled technology
solutions and services while constantly
delivering operational excellence and
creating value to our clients’, our people,
and our stakeholders.

To be the topmost systems integrator,
a world-class technology solutions
provider and the trusted technology
partner for the most prominent entities
in Egypt, Middle East and Africa.
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Core
Values

Strategic Objectives
Regional Leadership
To have substantial market share
and stable market position in the
Egyptian, Middle Eastern and African
technology markets.

Operational Excellence
To integrate a culture of exceptional performance, peoples’ development, corporate
growth and client satisfaction
with reliability, efficiency and
effectiveness to achieve operational excellence.

INTEGRITY
We strive to reflect our integrity and commitment to ethical business values in
every aspect of our operation.

QUALITY
Outstanding quality is our promise to our clients and the core of everything we do

Long-term
Sustainability Opmentbility
To build long-term relations
with our clients and partners,
drawing on years of success
and growing with solid steps in
our areas of expertise.

Learning and Development

COMPETENCY
We pride ourselves with unmatched competencies that define our strength and
withstand our rapid growth, leading the way with state-of-the-art technologies
that ensure growth and cost efficiency for our partners.

CLIENTS
Our clients are at the heart of our business and we merit ourselves as their trusted
technology partner on their journey of success.

PEOPLE
Our people are our most valued asset, and nurturing a healthy workplace with
an infinite space for learning, development, and ambition is at the center of our
values.
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Continuous Improvement

To spread a learning and development culture that continuously lift our people’s engagement
and performance to be able to
support our aggressive growth
strategy and realize their own
professional aspirations.

To continually enhance and optimize our business, people, processes, expertise and technologies
to outpace the business challenges
in an ever-developing tech-world
and staying ahead of competition.
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SERVICES
Software Development

Professional Services

At 3S Software, we build solutions to your business
challenges, and we pride ourselves with our expert
capabilities to provide second-to-none software
development services through an iterative lowrisk approach. Addressing your software needs to
automate business processes or provide exceptional
user experiences is at the heart of our principles. We
develop software that are tailored to the way your
business works, while being highly scalable, secure,
and optimized for enterprise level performance.

Our add-on value creators that complement our core offerings
portfolio to provide collaborative services to our clients’ business.
At 3S Software, we strive to empower organizations with enhanced
operability and business agility to cope with the constantly evolving
requirements and goals that are the trend of today’s business
environment. We hold back neither our efforts nor our extensive
proficiency when it comes to supporting our clients in realizing their
objectives and helping them focus on their core business while we
take care of their technology-related needs.
Software and Infrastructure
Implementations

Custom Solutions
Development

Mobile
Applications

Portals
Applications Support
Digitization

Secured Printing
Training

Data Management and Analytics
Applications Integration

3S Software combines decades-long technical expertise
with the application of advanced technologies to provide
data management and analytics services that help capture,
process, manage and analyze data across the organization.
We focus on turning data into valuable business information,
providing a deeper perception into more meaningful
statistics that give way to actionable insights. Our services
help our clients create value from their existing data, make
informed decisions efficiently and profitably, and create a
true data-driven competitive edge over their competitors.

3S Software provides seamless applications integration
services that help eliminate information silos and reduce
redundancies within the organization’s IT complex
environment. We help you save unnecessarily wasted
time and effort usually spent on data mining, aggregation,
validation and transfer across systems.
Our best-in-class integration services focus on enhancing the
stability, scalability and performance of the system as a whole,
allowing smooth data interchange and synchronization across
disparate applications that do not originally talk to each other
or exchange information.
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Access
Control

PRODUCTS
Events
Management

Business
Automation
Government
Solutions

Workforce
Management
Sport
Solutions
Facility
Management
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1

BUSINESS
AUTOMATION

3S Software provides leading solutions and applications that support your organization in the constantly
evolving information highway.

We understand that automation has become the core of every successful business, moving the needle
of corporate efficiency and simplifying mission-critical workflows. 3S Software has been keen to develop
life-easing business automation products to help you cut costs, save time and empower your staff to
work smarter, automating tasks while eradicating the odds of human errors.

Archiving and Correspondence Management (ACM Pro)
ACM is the ultimate 3 in 1 solution that handles your
archiving process, internal daily communications,
and external correspondence, with state-of-theart documents management. This easy-to-use
collaborative software enables your business to
reap the fruits of having a consolidated system
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where you manage all your files and documents
from one single platform. Securely record, manage
and easily retrieve your important files, documents,
incoming and outgoing correspondence, keep track
of your vital files and eliminate the shortcomings of
paper work and manual errors.
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Digital
Archiving

Incoming and Outgoing
Correspondence

Documents
Management

ACM is the perfect archiving
tool for your organization’s files
and documents. Register and
categorize your documents
based
on
their
content,
importance and confidentiality
levels, and only share them with
pre-authorized personnel. With
ACM, your files are stored in an
efficient search-friendly manner
to ease their retrieval whenever
needed and prevent their loss or
destruction.

Manage your incoming and
outgoing correspondences such
as e-mails, fax and scanned
documents in an efficient
timesaving manner. Smoothly
distribute correspondence to
the concerned officials, create
and monitor related tasks, and
easily share them with your
system users based on their
access authority.

Preserve your documents by
digitally storing and archiving
them with ACM. The system’s
powerful
access-controlled
sharing
and
documents
management
capabilities
facilitate easy distribution of
files to the authorized personnel
and allows the creation and
monitoring of tasks related to
each document.

Inquiry Management System (IMS Pro)
Manage and respond to inquiries at
lightning speed with our powerful IMS Pro
Solution that enables your support teams
to combine inquiries received through
different channels and manage them
with a central dashboard. Our high-end
tool enables you to provide top-of-theline support to your clients, partners, and
employees’ inquiries in a timely, role-based
and effective manner. IMS Pro helps you
manage the entire inquiry life cycle from
its receipt, going through its distribution
to the attributed personnel, managing the
response with the necessary information
and/or approvals and finally sending out
the inquiries reports to the concerned
stakeholders.
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Provide timely technical support to your clients.
Receive inquiries and share them with the concerned
officials.
Assign team members to handle the inquiry and set
response deadlines.
Monitor and track the inquiry status and
response progress.
Print or electronically send the final report/reply.
Gather needed approvals and/or information to respond
to the inquiry.
Control system users access based on internal privacy and
confidentiality policies.
Assign and observe the inquiry status whether it is new,
pending, in progress or closed.
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Payroll Pro

WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT

3S Software develops workforce management software that makes work easy. Our products help you
manage your diverse and complex workforce smoothly and effectively, all while controlling labor costs,
driving productivity and gaining real-time insights about your organization’s human capital

Processing your organization’s payroll is a critical
regular mission that has to be done right and
on time, but can be extremely hectic especially
for large organizations, and more particularly
for public sector corporations. Fortunately, our
powerful Payroll Pro is here to take care of your
payroll process while you take care of your core
business. Payroll Pro automates and accurately
runs employees’ payroll while taking into calculation

Time Attendance Management (TAM Pro)
TAM Pro is the leading solution for boosting the
efficiency of your organizations’ most valued assets;
Time and Human Capital. Our collaborative solution
for time attendance management is designed to
help you better capture, manage, monitor and

Calculate employees’ wages and salaries

process your workforce time.
Our user-friendly system tolerates mass ins and
outs, and allows you to easily monitor and evaluate
your employees’ productivity as well as utilize their
time for your best interest.

Calculate employees’ rewards and/
or deductions, taking into account
any salary variables

Meal Pro

01
Accurately capture employees’ attendance, breaks,

Accurately reflect employees’ attendance

over-time, absences, leaves, missions and shifts.

Gain full control over your daily management
processes for meals served to your students and/
or employees with our effective Meal Pro software.

calculations on their payrolls.

Process multi-shift and rotational shifts
attendance data.

06

Govern your daily meals quantities, times and
recipients while avoiding duplications or wrong
servings for unentitled receivers.

Define and control meals count

03
04

Generate diverse payroll reports

Process the entire payroll procedures for organizations
as complex as the public sector

TAMP
02

the different variables that apply to their salaries
including taxes, insurance, attendance, over-time
and performance-related rewards or deductions.
Payroll Pro’s true strength and unique capabilities
prevail in its ability to process the massive payroll
process of organizations as tailored as the public
sector’s, and include competencies to apply
customized payroll policies for each individual
separately.

Generate comprehensive reports in

Define the number of meals per day

Prevent duplication or multiple

for each recipient

servings for a single recipient

different document formats.
Use fingerprint feature
to identify eligible receivers

05
Process multi-shift and rotational shifts
attendance data.

Meal
Pro

Register and keep records of personal
photos and data of recipients

Determine entitled

Define the schedule

and authorized personnel

for meals’ serving

Integrate with your existing ERP and
payroll systems.
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Membership Pro
Membership Pro is a state-of-the-art software that automates membership management for institutions
such as sporting clubs. Membership Pro is a user-friendly tool that helps you register your members’ data
and information, and manage their membership statuses and financial situations.
Membership Pro empowers you with the competencies to track your members activities as well as
facilitate general assembly meetings and elections.
Register members
and their families

Generate
photo IDs

Keep member records
and attach member
related documents

Cancel or suspend
memberships

Manage multiple
branches of the
institution

Integrate with our TAM
Pro to manage staff time
attendance

Generate reports about
members’ records,
activities and financial
situation

Integrate with our TAM
Pro to manage staff time
attendance

3

FACILITY
MANAGEMENT

Gym Pro
Make the most of your gym, sporting club or fitness center - and its subsidiaries - with our high-end
Gym Pro system. Our proficient tool helps you streamline your business with an advanced system that
registers and controls your members and staff activities, as well as keep records, monitor membership
status and renewals, and generate mass communications to your members via SMS and emails.

Effectively manage people and businesses with 3S Software collaborative set of facility
management tools that give you full control over your facilities. Using our facility management
solutions we empower you with the capabilities to align your physical workspace with its staff,
visitors or members and gain a strong hold over the day-to-day operations.
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Manage and have full
control over your facility

Capture members’ photos
for facial identification

Send notifications and automated
reminders for your members via
SMS or email

Offer multiple membership
programs and packages for
your clients

Cancel, suspend or
freeze memberships

Set multiple access levels for
users according to authorization
and access policies

Offer payment installment
options for your members

Manage employee data
and time attendance

Integrate with our Gate Pro to
manage access verification for
members and staff

Register members’ details
and information

Generate reports
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4

ACCESS

CONTROL

When it comes to securing your people, property and assets, you cannot afford to cut corners. At 3S
Software we provide you with best-in-class access control solutions that help you control and gain insights
into the movements of people in and out of your property. Our solutions incorporate valuable features
that make them your consolidated go-to solutions for your access control problems.

Visitors Management
System (VMS Pro)
If you run an organization where
multiple visitors are always expected,
then VMS Pro is your trusted
solution to securely and effectively
manage your visitors’ access and
activities. Replace the time-wasting
ineffective manual process of
filling-in a visitor’s information
with a fully automated system that
registers information, calculates
visit durations and generate visitors’
passes with their photos. Whether
you need to control access through
your reception or parking, VMS Pro
will always have you covered.

Register and keep track of visitor records.
Use the system in both parking and reception modes.
Generate visitor pass with their photo.
Keep records of visit reasons, visited person and visit duration.
Categorize visitors as normal, VIP, black listed or on the watch list.

Management Access
Control Solution (MAS Pro)

Generate reports.
Barcode-scan the visitor’s equipment.
Manage and monitor vehicles accessing your parking lot.
Register vehicles plates and drivers’ information.
Record the time vehicles spend in your parking and calculate
parking fees.
Integrate with your existing HR and access control systems.
Send notifications and communications via SMS or email.

Gate Pro
Fraudulent attempts of unauthorized access
into facilities form a constant challenge that
security personnel have to confront all the time.
Empower your security with the means to counter
unsanctioned access attempts and accurately
verify the identities of people accessing your

Using Gate Pro, the identity of the person
accessing the facility shall automatically pop-up on
your screen whenever they use their access cards
to pass your gates. Your security officials shall be
able to view the person’s photo and information,
enabling them to verify the person’s true identity.

Dodge the undesirable drawbacks of traditional access
control methods with our MAS Pro software; the
enrollment and management tool for MorphoAccess™
access control systems. Our MAS Pro effectively counters
fraud attempts by implementing biometric technologies
that automate the verification and identification process of
people, based on their special physical characteristics such
as their fingerprints, ensuring enhanced system security,
saving time and maximizing enrollment quality. MAS Pro
provides the capability to plug a biometric solution in an
existing physical access control system at a low cost and
with little changes. MAS Pro has the ability to operate
stand-alone when no access control system is present.

Enjoy fast, accurate and reliable identification.
Enroll local or remote fingerprints and
photo capturing.
Manage system administrator access
rights and apply user privileges.
Generate time and attendance reports.
Generate access permission reports.
Manage employee groups.
Enroll fingerprint directly from
MorphoAccess™ scanners or terminals.

facility with our effective Gate Pro software.
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Accredit Pro
Managing events is always exciting, but can
also be exhausting and full of diverse aspects
that need careful handling and close attention.
Accredit Pro is your third hand that shall take
care of your event while you gain all the credit.
Our collaborative tool helps you address all
event-related aspects, including attendees,
entry, registration, transportation, invoicing, staff
and team roles. The system also assists you in

5

EVENTS
MANAGEMENT

managing the accreditation of media officials and
participants who need to cover large events such
as sport games, conferences and shows.
Accredit Pro is equipped with the powerful
competency of managing multiple venues for the
same event anywhere, anytime, whether locally
or across countries regardless of the event type
or scale.

Manage event venues

01

03
02

Manage event configuration,
accreditation and registrations

04

Customize and print event
badges and passes

Manage team roles and control users’ access

Generate reports

Print invoices

06
05
Spend less time managing your event and save more time to make the most out of it with 3S Software
events management tools. Utilize our software to take full control over your events and impress your
attendees with professional coordination and flawless processes.

07
Manage event
transportation means
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3S Integrated Traffic System (3S ITS)
Our comprehensive traffic information management solution automates and streamlines the critical
sections in the Department of Traffic, which enables governments to provide better traffic services
to their citizens in a timely and efficient manner. 3S Software is proud to have the most substantial
integrated traffic information management system that is successfully implemented in the Egyptian
Department of Traffic and a number of other countries.
Our significant solution integrates a number of collaborative systems and payment gateways that
empower e-government services and effectively manage mission-critical workflows. The solution
provides governments with extendable capabilities by enabling multiple service delivery channels that
allow their citizens to complete their licensing procedures without even leaving their place.
3S Integrated Traffic Information Management System grants governments the capacity to handle and
deal with massive amounts of data, and furnishes an immense centralized national database for all
traffic-related information, which equips government decision makers with the needed knowledge
necessary to formulate actionable and effectual policies. The system provides secured printing services

6

GOVERNMENT
SOLUTIONS

for critical legal traffic documents for different types of licenses including driving and vehicles licenses
as well as any other related certificates.
Our solution is highly customizable to encompass the different laws, regulations and procedures adapted by
each government, and can be deployed in whichever preferable deployment model, whether on premise, on
private cloud or on public cloud, with guaranteed security and in accordance with the law, rules and regulations
of the country.

By implementing a service-centric delivery model, 3S Software empowers clients
with the best-in-class enterprise solutions that maximize business effectiveness of
governments and sports organizations, and provide the means to efficiently manage
core processes. Our approach revolves around offering optimized solutions that can
reduce operational costs, eliminate risks and maximize business gains.

01

Construct centralized national
database for traffic information

02
Facilitate and automat licensing
procedures including payments
processing across multiple channels

03

04

Manage vehicles registration, inspection,
insurance and license operations

05

Markup stolen vehicles and
register traffic accidents

Manage driving tests and
licensing operations
06

07

Collect payments and fees through
online payment gateways or in cash

Record and register traffic offenses (via Radar, PDA,
Camera as well as Paper-based offenses)
08

09

Scan and archive all related
documents and files
10
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Enrich the e-government
services country portfolio
Manage citizen Inquiries
and complaints
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Competition Management
Dispute Resolution Management

National Teams Management

Player Registration System

Local Association Management

Match Accreditations

Referees Management

CMS
Notification System

Coaches Management

Mail Box (ACM Pro)

Person Management

Player Agents

7

Open Integration

Disciplinary Management

SPORT
SOLUTIONS

Our team of expert developers provides continuous innovation while furnishing first-class
support to keep you at the top of your game with all advancements.
3S CMS is actively used by high-status sports federations working on both national and
international levels and has earned a solid credibility by some of the most renowned sports
associations such as the Confederation of African Football (CAF) and the Egyptian Football
Association (EFA).

3S Competition Management System (3S CMS)
Spend less time on tiresome administrative tasks for your sport Federation, Team, or Club,
and have more time to Maximize your resources with our all-in-one competition management
system CMS.
3S CMS is our robust web-based solution streamlining the managerial processes for your
establishment with our centralized intelligent solution to manage leagues, and national and
international sports competitions.
3S CMS comprehensive solution provides endless flexibility productively used by both national
and continental sports associations, and proven to perfectly operate in diverse circumstances
and with different client configurations. CMS integrates a collaborative suite of features and
modules that enables smooth and easy management, and provides complete and secured
control.

Manage and administer all aspects
of your sports association and
competitions including courts,
players, teams, referees, coaches,

Have a centralized database of all

agents and games.

Manage and apply disciplinary policies.

Register and manage all information

Connect your federation headquarters

about your sports stakeholders

with its local and regional associations.

files, documents and player medical
records.

including players, coaches and
referees.

Aggregate all key processes and data
for your sport organization.

Handle player-related processes
including registration, transfers,
clearances, contracts and more.
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GOVERNMENT

350+ Business Units

SOLUTIONS
8M+ Vehicle Licenses

14M+ Driving Licenses

Technology has been reshaping the world for ages, and has drastically changed business domains,
manipulating every aspect of operation. Enterprises of different scales have been racing to incorporate
latest technologies that automate workflows, speed up processes, save time and provide more space
for innovation and real progress. In this context, governments are in no less need for implementing
game-changing technologies that can handle massive operational scales on state levels.

12M+ Fines Monthly
5,000+ System Users

3S Software fully understands governments’ technology needs through serving a number of different
government entities over a course of two decades; and we have committed ourselves to provide
outstanding technology solutions that enable governments to harness the value of innovation, cope
with the fast-paced world, and overcome the colossal drawbacks of routine and manual work.

Products

From simple documents management tools to sophisticated collaborative systems that are
implemented on nation-wide levels, 3S Software develops solutions that allow government entities
to work more efficiently, expand their services and achieve more for the citizens they serve. We
provide governments with the capabilities that contribute to public services delivery enhancement

3S ITS

ACM Pro

IMS Pro

TAM Pro

VMS Pro

Gate Pro

MAS Pro

Accredit Pro

Services

and enable effective public service channels.
01

Data management & Analytics
02

E-Governments
Enablement

State of
the art
technologies

Open
Integration
Platform

Work Flow
Optimization
(Paperless
Transactions)

Enhanced
Public
Services

Custom software
development

Digitization
04

03

Applications
integration

Software and infrastructure
implementations

05

Secured printing
Applications
support
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Payroll Pro
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SPORTS
SOLUTIONS

With extensive expertise for over 8 years
in the sports industry, 3S Software’s mission
is to evolve the sports IT with all the latest
technological innovations. Sports industry
has grown to be a multi-billion dollars
industry, with increasing public interest,
crossing borders and connecting people

3S Software has been keen on coping with
the rising needs in the sports industry by
providing game-changing technologies
and solutions to support the stakeholders
to properly manage and administer their
day-to-day processes and automate their
workflows

With this increased interest, extensive
media coverage, and huge investments
being made in the development of the
sports industry, the sports stakeholders
are now involved in complex systems
that heavily rely on advanced
technologies

Through our solid partnerships with
the CAF and EFA, along with others, we
have gained a deeper understanding
of the industry internal procedures
and needs that helped us develop
high-end solutions to fulfill their
automation aspirations

Products
3S
CMS

Accredit
Pro

Membership
Pro

Gym
Pro

ACM
Pro

IMS
Pro

TAM
Pro

Payroll
Pro

Meal
Pro

VMS
Pro

Gate
Pro

MAS
Pro

Services
Digitization

Custom software
development
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Applications
support

Data management
and analytics

Our solutions design encompasses the
operational scope of sports associations
of different sizes; whether they operate
on national, regional, international or
continental scales
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Software and
infrastructure
implementations
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Applications
integration

Secured printing
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CLIENTS

Through our decades-long operational journey, our value-adding solutions provision
and services delivery approach have been forging fruitful enduring relationships with our
clients. Over the years, we have been helping our clients surpass their corporate objectives
and have evolved from being an expert for hire to be their go-to trusted advisor. Our mutually
respected associations with our clients are the lifeline of our company and we are constantly
proud to be a part of the great things they achieve
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Strategic
Partnership

Why 3S
Software

Speaking of world leading titans will definitely bring Microsoft to mind; our
strategic partner and success journey companion

Our prolific partnership with Microsoft has paved the way for us to revolutionize the market with state-of-the-art solutions that create value for our
clients and take their business through the challenging market surroundings

In a nutshell: we uplift the clients’ core values into the center of our vision for the future

Our austere promise of quality and integrity has enabled us to make great contributions
in reshaping businesses for key industry players across different sectors. Adopting the
right services delivery approach in combination with the superior skills-set of our highly
talented professionals is the critical success factor to our business, which has helped us
- along with a set of high standards to which we strictly pledge ourselves - to take the IT
industry by storm
We understand our
client’s business
We are committed
to excellence

Through fruitful win-win alliance over our enduring collaboration period, our
company has been gratified to be entrusted by Microsoft with its high-end
technologies as a silver partner and vendor supplier, which has empowered
us to evolve our business model and accelerate our growth

We offer customizable
pricing models

We augment
business agility

We are blessed with brilliant
technology and industry experts
We have unparalleled
after-sales credibility

We run a flexible
environment

We provide solutions that answer
for unique challenges
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)+202(23520053
)+202(26714498
www.3SEgypt.com
Software@3Segypt.com

